
Lake Forest HOA 

Exterior Design Committee 

MINUTES 
1.26.18 
 
Members Present:  Dennis Murphy, Ron Joy, Josh Chebul, Madeline Mishkind, Ben Duhl, Kathy 
Chinoy, Ingrid Basler, Ron Crist; David Ehrenberger, Chair.  
Absent: Sue Sorensen (vacation). 
 

1. EDC Minutes 12.15.17: reviewed and approved. 
2. Garage Door repair update:  Some trim and painting remain to be done. 
3. Drainage issues:  reviewed Keith McBreaty’s suggestions for garage drainage pan and 

the conclusions from last month’s EDC meeting.   
EDC recommendations to the Board: 

a. Remediation of the drainage issues (garage drainage pan & retaining walls) is the 
top priority, including but limited to: 

i. Garage drainage pan removal and improvement (p.6 of Criterium-Cona 
report) 

ii. Retaining wall north of E&F buildings (p.5) 
iii. Drain pad grate and pipe between buildings B&C (p.7) 

b. Solicit a preliminary design for the drainage pan (such as outlined on p.6) to 
define the scope of work (SOW) for bids from potential contractors.  

c. Solicit bids for repair of the key retaining wall problems as detailed above and in 
the C-C report.  Contract for this work should include a warranty. 

d. It is the strong recommendation of the EDC that contracts are negotiated and 
completed and that work begin on the garage pan drainage and retaining wall 
priorities in Spring 2018. 

4. Siding Upgrade and Remediation Planning:  Dennis presented an excellent overview of 
his analysis and recommendations for re-siding and exterior remodeling (building upon 
those of Criterium-Cona).  This report (1.26.18) included the reasoning for replacement 
(vs. incremental repair) of the siding and a start date in spring 2019, an outline of the 
Statement of Work priorities, a rough estimate of the total costs (referencing the recent 
experience of local HOA remodeling projects), and potential options to pay for and 
finance the project.  Although there was agreement that the general quality, aging, 
deterioration and disrepair of the siding warrants the replacement option, there was 
significant sensitivity regarding the magnitude of the project and potential financial 
implications for owners.   
EDC recommendations to the Board: 

a. Development of a re-siding and exterior remodeling plan, design options, 
timeline and funding options should be a priority. 

b. EDC also recommends this planning be preceding by a more in-depth detailing of 
the condition of the siding along with a determination of its expected (and 



remaining) useful life.  EDC requests Board authorization to solicit bids and 
requisition this work within a budget of $2,000.   

c. Following this, the EDC requests authorization to solicit bids from architectural 
firms and requisition several exterior design (CAD) options (representing one 
building from the lower units [A-D] and one from the upper units [E &F]).  
Requested design budget: $6,000. 

5. Reserve Funding Discussion:  EDC members reviewed the 3 updated reserve funding 
models from Criterium-Cona along with an analysis and summary by Ben Duhl.  
Although there was general agreement in support of Cona’s “Alternative Funding Plan: 
Revision 1” which would include a substantial assessment and sale of the Owner’s Unit 
(D101), Josh pointed out that there remains some line-item capital expense 
reconciliation before a formal reserve funding schedule recommendation can be made. 
Regardless of which reserve funding plan is ultimately selected, there was also general 
agreement that the sale of the Owner’s Unit will be important for funding appropriate 
reserves to cover the significant upcoming capital expenses.   
EDC Recommendation to the Board: 

a. Request official Board designation of a “Reserve Funding SubCommittee” of the 
EDC (to complete this analysis of funding options and make a formal 
recommendation to the Board ASAP). 

6. HOA Routine Maintenance: (tabled) 
 
 
 
--D Ehrenberger 


